
OBJECTIVES OF SELECTA ICE CREAM

III. Objectives of the Study Selecta currently holds the largest market share in the ice cream industry in the Philippines.
Although this may be a fact, there are also.

Its milk business is operated by RFM Corporation, while its ice cream business is operated under a
joint-venture with Unilever Philippines, Inc. Selecta attributed its success to its management focus on
upgrading product quality, providing logistics support, and giving proper marketing for the product to
maximize its potential. Prices on ice cream bestsellers will have discounts in delivery, and some Ice cream
packages will be provided for select items, like a buy 1 gallon bulk ice cream, get 5 novelties free deal or so to
also promote their frozen novelties. Presto excels in the frozen novelties market, as was demonstrated in their
introduction of Tivoli bars, the first ice cream bar in the Philippines, a phenomenal success that had
competitors challenge it with their own versions of ice cream bars. With feedback data, the objectives you
have for the data are more important than the data itself. Selecta went into the production of bulk ice cream
and frozen novelties. Bulk ice cream comprised 86 percent of the industry sales while the rest was accounted
for by frozen novelties. It was the first to achieve International Standards Organization quality standards, and
is the only Filipino ice cream brand that has expanded overseas. These products became the foundation of the
family's Selecta business, which later included the Selecta restaurants and bakery. A report on consumer data
for ice cream indicates its total market size is about Php6. Whatever objectives you pick for your sales, they
should be measurable and easy to quantify. Selecta attributed its success to its management focus on
upgrading product quality, providing logistics support, and giving proper 14 marketing for the product to
maximize its potential. Marketing Research in Research and Development and Promotion With economic
recovery far from guaranteed, are consumers cutting back on impulse and indulgence food items like ice
cream? Through the years, the ice cream line has become rich and branched out different variants. The
Company came up with frozen novelties and more than a dozen type of pops, cones, and sundaes. Selecta
should then accompany its new distribution strategy with a new ice cream promo. If you want to attract the
after-work crowd, have a happy-hour discount in the evening so that customers leaving work pop into your ice
cream store to try out your flavors. According to market research conducted in , 80 per cent of Filipino
consumers bought on impulse they bought only upon passing an ice cream shop or scooping station, but
without an intention to buy first ; 98 percent ate ice cream in the comfort of their home; and 70 percent of the
time, ice cream was an afternoon snack. It was far behind its competitors back then: Presto, Sorbetero, and
Coney Island. It is also determined to enhance its advertising campaigns and be very active in the
communication field. At the same time, it also successfully launched the premium brand Magnum. Dreyers
was the first to penetrate the local market. Coney Island revised its product classification, and began
categorizing its bulk ice cream as simply creamy, fruit and nuts, and cakes and pastries instead of the
traditional premium and super premium. Under RFM ownership, the recipe of Selecta ice cream was improved
and aggressively marketed, posing a serious challenge to then market leader, Magnolia. In line with Pure
Foods rule of following the highest international standards, Coney Island tried to implement the
zero-vegetable fat and at least 10 percent milk fat standard of US ice cream. It packaged and 13 marketed ice
cream in a manner that a consumer feels regarded for buying the product. Its milk was packaged in glass
bottles while its ice cream was packaged in gold colored tin containers. RFM also introduced its own Selecta
milk products which were made from cow's milk. Customer service is, therefore, a very important part of the
overall customer experience in an ice cream shop. Bulk ice cream, with around 30 flavors ranging from
avocado, to ube constituted about 80 percent of the Companys output. Without making sales, your business is
doomed to fail soon. The ice cream industry caters to a flavor-conscious market. Selecta should then
accompany its new distribution strategy with a new ice cream promo. Only the expensive ice cream super
deluxe and super special of Arce contain carabao milk, and are priced at higher than the rates of the
competition, showing that Arces main strength is its appeal to the AB market where its products cost P more
than its competitors products, and as its regular ice cream products are priced lower than its competitors by P
which indicates its attempt to appeal to the CD markets tendency to want every peso to count. Its key
promotion strategies such as various tie-ups and advertisements have established household brand recall,
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although the nature of the ice cream market is largely based on flavor and not on brand. If customers have a
great experience every time they deal with your personnel, then they are likely to want to come back. Much
later, the gold colored tin containers would be changed to gold colored plastic tubs. It introduced a new
standard of creaminess thanks to its products high milk fat content, setting a standard for flavour richness back
then. Many establishments, such as restaurants and grocery stores, don't make ice cream, but they still want to
sell ice cream. In , it stood at 0.


